Sex Work, Decriminalization, and Feminism: Selections from the Freedom Archives

Sources that are explicitly produced by Sex Workers or contain Sex Worker’s first person voices, narratives, and experiences with the symbol ✽

PRINT MATERIALS

Women Against Imperialism:

WAI Prostitution/Sex work Folder [DOC 20]

WAI Prostitution Discussion: Points of Possible Disagreement

✽ PROstitutes’ Education Network one sheet Prostitution Law Reform Defining Terms

✽ PROstitutes’ Education Network one sheet Prostitution in The United States - The Statistics

✽ Letter to WAI from Carol Leigh to WAI before presentation on sex work with accompanying list of reading material

PROMISE one sheet Program for Women and Girls (fundraising letter?)

✽ An inventory of suggested reading material to WAI from Carol Leigh regarding Sex Work and Prostitution

Flier for Protest against the Pussycat Theater Oakland Ca

Internal Political Study Misc. Folder [DOC 6]

Model Antipornography Law drafted by Andrea Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon

Resistance to Gendered Violence Folder [DOC 6]

Aileen Wournous support committee related items flyers and stickers

Xeroxed articles from City on a Hill Press 5 March 1981 Discredit where discredit is due: The reasons and the research

Flier Sexualized Violence is not Erotica
International Wages For Housework Folder [DOC 6]

Double sided informational flier with an index of autonomous organizations working with the International Wages for Housework Campaign including English Collective of Prostitutes & US PROStitues Collective (London and San Francisco) and the No Bad Women Just Bad Laws Coalition (Tulsa, OK)

Clippings Folder

Clipping from The Oakland Tribune Sunday Feb 8th 1987

Connexions

* No. 12, 1984, Women and Prostitution issue: This issue contains many international perspectives about sex work and Sex Workers and their struggles. Included in this issue are perspectives from Italy, Thailand, France, England, Peru, Zimbabwe, Nicaragua, Iran, Pakistan, Ecuador, Australia, West Germany, Switzerland and more.

No. 11 Winter 1984, Women & Militarism; Entertaining the Boys

No. 4 1994 Asia Women Arise issue ; The Flesh Trade’s Empty Promises by Han Jei, International Networking Good for All Activists an interview with Ni Chia-Chen of the Awakening Foundation,

No. 34 1990 Defy Violence issue; We Exist

No. 1 1981 … women organizing against violence issue, Prostitution Tourism: The Politics of International Prostitution

BLU Magazine

BLU Magazine: The Radical Pacific #13

Global Sex Trade by Seung Hye Suh
Violence Against Women Folder [Gender and Sexuality]

Sisterhood is Problematic: The Pornography Debate and Collective Action Among Chicago Feminists by Sarita Ahuja

Trouble & Strife the radical feminist magazine No. 16

Jeux sans frontières by Trine Thoen and Nina Kristiansen

✽ Money for Prostitutes is Money for Black Women by Black Women for Wages for Housework

✽ Supporting Statement by the English Collective of Prostitutes

Supporting Statements by Wages Due London & Canada

I Hotel Anti-Eviction Organizing [Box 2]

✽ San Francisco Odalisque Vol. 1 No. 2 July 22 – August 4 1976

Evenings These Days on West Mac Arthur Boulevard by Danelle Morton

Puerto Rico: A History of the People

Palante Latin Revolutionary News Service Vol. 2 – 7 (reprint)

Capitalismo Produce Prostitucion by Connie Morales

AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIALS

✽ Born Into Brothels: Calcutta's Red Light Kids DVD [V 646]

Critical Resistance 1st Conference VHS [V 577]

Dyke March 1993 Pt. 1

Dyke March 1993 Pt. 2
Freedom is a Constant Struggle

✽ We Are All Whores CD [CD 1098]

Programs produced by Judy Gerber and Laurie Simms

Gabriela: Interview with Nelia Sancho Cassette [JG/LS 166]

Trafficking in women lecture by Ninotchka Rosca Cassette [JG/LS 068]

Chuy Varela Collection

Street kids and police abuse in Guatemala Cassette [CV 085]

ADDITIONAL ARCHIVAL RESOURCES

Dialog between Siobhan Brooks and Angela Davis about Sex Work

Hastings Women’s Law Journal Vol 10 no 1 1999

Audio Interference36: $pread Magazine

Digital Transgender Archives - Sex Workers Collection

DIVA Bay Area Television Archives
Margot St. James at the Hooker Ball
Open Line: U.S. Prostitutes Collective (US PROS)

History of the NSWP and the Sex Worker Rights Movement: History of the International Sex Worker Rights Movement Interactive Timeline

Center for Sex and Culture’s Sex Worker Media Library

English Collective of Prostitutes History

Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries

Sex Work: (formerly Prostitutes) Sex Workers Education Network
Memo: Decriminalizing Survival: Policy Platform And Polling On The Decriminalization Of Sex Work

“All the Work We Do As Women” Feminist Manifestos on Prostitution and the State, 1977 republished LIES journal Vol. 1

Janine Bertram on COYOTE, Sex Workers, jail, and bail- Broadcast Media Collection - University of Washington

Interview: Unknown Guest on Prostitution - Broadcast Media Collection - University of Washington Digital Collections


Open Road, Issue 17, Winter 1984 - Christ Church Cathedral Occupation

Marirosa Della Costa Archive